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How difficult is to falsify a digital document?

Modifying content and metadata, such as creation date and author, without IT skills

Very Easy Very Difficult

A good guess?



Starting point



Looking for help

Many options in terms of desktop application and even free online tools



Using a dedicated online tool

< 1 minute !



Result

April 2017

Alarming Findings
From a recent audit



How difficult is to falsify a digital document?

Very Easy Very Difficult

PerceptionEmpirical 
evidence

And yet, the majority of our supporting documents and audit 
evidence come in digital (unsigned) format.



Is there a solution to mitigate this issue?

In the “physical world”, we 
would ask a notary to 
timestamp and seal our 
paper document. 

The notary himself would 
provide the needed trust.



Objectives

To design a solution whereby documents produced by different 
stakeholders are systematically notarised, are easily verifiable and create 
a common, reliable audit trail that every stakeholder can trust. 

Can we build an equivalent for the digital world?

“Control by design”



The case for a blockchain-based solution

The ECA Registry
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How to build a notarisation service on blockchain

Part 1 - Introduction



History of ledgers

A few centuries old

Physical and centralised
A few decades old

Digital and centralised

10 years old

Natively digital and decentralised



What is blockchain in one slide

A blockchain is a distributed digital 
ledger (database) that can record 
economic transactions between two 
parties in a verifiable, permanent and 
secure way, without the need for 
trusted authorities (intermediaries).

Many copies of the database (nodes) 
are spread around the globe and 
synchronised through a consensus 
mechanism.

Each transaction is digitally 
signed by the initiator, and must 
be accepted (validated) by the 
majority of the other nodes. 

The ledger is transparent: 
All actors can see all the 
transactions.

Once added to the blockchain, 
transactions can’t be deleted nor 
modified.

The past is written in stone: the ledger is 
an immutable, ever-growing list.

In a centralised system, an attacker would 
have only one target.

With blockchain, he would need to 
overpower every other node of the 
network, or gain control of at least 51% of 
the copies of the database.



Main variables

Public Private

Permissionless Permissioned

Consensus algorithm

vs

vs



In other words

• Blockchain builds trust in the data among different stakeholders.

• This is true even in presence of untrusted actors, as long as the majority of the nodes 
behaves ethically



In other words

• It provides a common state (truth) every actor can agree upon and everyone can verify
• It keeps a permanent history of all records

… but it is less efficient than a centralised database and can store very little data.



Some applications

Cryptocurrencies 

Smart Contracts 

Notarisation services



Notarisation = recording imprints of documents

Imprints = unique digital footprints (hash) generated from the 
content of a document. 

Document = any digital asset (text, message, photo, step in 
process etc.)

Notes:

• Any change in the content completely alters the imprint
 mechanism to verify the integrity of a document.

• An imprint on blockchain is “written in stone”
 it serves as a future reference to prove that a document 
has not been altered since its registration.

• Only the imprint is saved on the blockchain. 
 the source data (documents, metadata etc.) are kept “off-
chain” and can be kept private, as required.



Verifying a document’s integrity / authenticity

Record keeping Auditing

File received 
from an auditee 

or third party

Original file
registered by 

the actor

Generate imprint  (hash) 
and store it in the 

blockchain

Re-generate imprint (hash)
and compare to what is in 

the blockchain



The ECA Registry PoC

Part 2 - The beginning 



The ECA Registry

A Proof of Concept (Mar-Jun 2018) developed together 
with a private company.

It acts as a notarisation service that allows users to:

• register on public blockchain(s) digital documents
• verify their authenticity
• create a secure, timestamped audit trail.

Moreover the ECA registry:
• allows to record and link together imprints of files 

and their metadata
• allows for bi-directional exchange of information 

with third parties in a GDPR compliant way
• naturally interfacing with existing systems (API)

Existence+integrity | Permanent | Time-stamped | Verifiable | Interlinked



private

restricted

public

M
etadata

Registrar

✓

How does it work?

Other 
users

Private storage

Public permissionless
blockchains



Our main use case: audit documentation

Scenario
Commission services, managing authorities and beneficiaries 
of EU funds notarise systematically and in decentralised 
way files which may be relevant for an audit (e.g. contracts, 
invoices and other supporting documents).

Original document (private storage)

Registration (linked to public blockchains)



Our main use case: audit documentation

They explicitly authorise the ECA to access their registrations (GDPR compliant process). 
The ECA is a Certified Registrar and as such can also register documents on behalf of an 
auditee, when authorised. The registered documents become visible as well in the auditee’s 
account.



Three layers

Registry database

User interface

Blockchain explorer



Use case: audit documentation

Integrity of the supporting documents provided is guaranteed

It is possible to prove that time-sensitive documents were produced before 
a given deadline

Audit trail of interlinked documents (logical chain)

Decentralised and GDPR compliant process

Reduced administrative burden for auditees – “Once only” principle

In case of widespread adoption, faster and fully digital audits would be 
possible

Potential benefits



Other potential uses

Public Procurement
• Call for tender, offers and other documents are notarised as soon as they are 

produced. This leads to:

 A fully digital, notarised and verifiable procedure, with a lightweight tool
 More transparency on the process vis à vis citizens

ECA publications
• All the ECA publications are notarised through the Registry as part of the 

publication process. This guarantees:

 Protection of content integrity (e.g. in case of outsourced publication).
 Possibility to verify a document (by any stakeholders, including citizens)
 In the context of open data/creative commons, certification of original content (imprint + 

timestamp)



Other potential use cases

ECA Publications



EU Funds 
management 

Regional 
Agency

Action 
Coordinator

Beneficiary

ECA 
Registry

Public Blockchains

Supreme
Audit 
Institutions

High level view



Document 
Storage

Notarisation API

User’s Business Application 
(e.g. accounting software)

Registry WebApp

Registry database

Simplified conceptual architecture

Publicly available area
(only hashes)

Private / Permissioned area
(documents and metadata)



The European Blockchain Services Infrastructure

Part 3 – The present and future



• Recognise potential of blockchain to transform digital services in Europe

• Signatories and EU institutions to work together to make Europe the leader

• Build a European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI):

Started in 2018 – First services in 2020

European 
Blockchain 
Partnership 
26 EU Member States 
plus Norway and 
Liechtenstein



Ambition: put in place the EBSI as a "gold" standard 
in terms of Cybersecurity, Energy efficiency, Scalability, 
Performance, Service continuity, integrating EU standards, fully 
compliant with EU regulations (e.g. GDPR)

European blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI)

Practical implementation via use cases agreed upon by 
European Blockchain Partnership:

• First focus on cross border public services substantially 
enhanced through the use of blockchain

• Enable private services through effective public-private 
partnership

• EC funding through Connecting Europe Facility (2019-20) 
and then Digital Europe Programme proposal (as of 2021)



ECA Registry and EBSI - Timeline

EBSI - Invitation 
for proposals

EBP declaration
10.04.2018

ECA Registry use 
case selected among 
the first 4 for EBSI 

EBSI - Kick-off of User Group 
and Technical Group activities

ECA Registry
Proof Of Concept

EBSI minimum 
viable product 
expected for 

testing

EBSI – Notarisation orientation workshop.
ECA, EC and 9 Member States. Supreme 
Audit Institutions invited as stakeholders.

UG Notarisation 
requirements 

submitted



The next steps – Not just a technical matter

The technology has been tested in the PoC and will be soon 
(re)developed as a pan-European service. Some technical details 
still to be defined in such a broader context (e.g. identity 
standard(s)).

The main choices to be made are now business related (e.g. 
metadata sets) 

But above all, we will have to update our rules/processes 
accordingly. For example, the notarisation of documents by the 
beneficiaries could become a mandatory requirement for the 
disbursement of EU funds.



Complementarity with process mining

Process mining
(compliance of the process)

Notarisation of outputs 
(control by design)

- Documents
- States
- Logs



A blockchain-based registry

provides a solution whereby outputs produced by different stakeholders / 
processes can be systematically notarised, are easily verifiable and 
create a common, reliable audit trail that every stakeholder can trust. 

Conclusion

“Control by design”
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